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The article discusses the creation of a modern diamond-abrasive tool for processing specific
materials - carbon-carbon composites, which have high strength, temperature resistance, and low
machinability. The anisotropy of the material structure, porosity, the tendency to crack formation
with the release of a significant amount of dust makes the processing of such materials with
traditional tools problematic. The application of a functional approach to the design of the working
surfaces of the tool, including the non-rigid one (in the form of diamond threads, saws of the
renovator), is proposed, which allows the cutting surfaces to be considered as a set of separate
clusters, the functional properties of which are focused on ensuring maximum productivity in each
specific zone of material processing. This significantly reduces dust contamination on the surface,
improves and stabilizes the cutting process.
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INTRODUCTION
The modern development of science-intensive
production requires the increasing use of new composite
materials – structural, heat-resistant, special purpose, etc.,
the processing of which, including diamond tools, faces a
number of difficulties.
For the most widely used fiberglass and carbon plastics,
carbon-carbon materials, these difficulties are caused by the
presence in the composite structure of high-strength
reinforcing fibers (carbon or highly modular glass), which
impair the ability of the tool to control the processing area.
As a rule, cutting of materials is long enough, and the used
diamond tool changes its condition and its own cutting
properties due to degradation. Such degradation is not
uniform and proportional, and occurs mainly in areas where
the processing conditions are quite different from the
conditions of steady cutting. This feature is most fully
manifested in tools such as diamond strings, nozzles for
renovator, tubular drills. Therefore, it is easy to conclude
that the increase in the efficiency of diamond tools is seen
in the formation of a layer that would best meet the
operating conditions of the cutting edges, which, based on
the principle of decomposition, can be divided into
conditional clusters of the surface.
In this case, based on the principles and foundations of
the function-oriented approach, the development of
conditions for effective processing of products from
composite reinforced materials and binding the properties
of the tool edges to a particular type of composite is an
*
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effective method. Its implementation makes it possible not
only to improve and stabilize the cutting conditions, but
also to achieve a fuller use of the array of diamond grains,
to increase the efficiency of the process as a whole. At the
same time, ensuring long-term stability of microcutting on
the basis of controlled molding by density, fractionality and
method of putting a diamond-containing layer of the cutting
surface of the tool will significantly increase the efficiency
of processing.
RESEARCH METHODS
Composites are used in the manufacture of aircraft,
ships, in the automobile industry. Cheaper materials are
used in the packaging industry, in the manufacture of
household goods. Composites are actively used in tool
production, and not only for creation of cutting plates
(elements), but also for production of bases of, first of all,
abrasive-containing (diamond-containing) tools. [1].
Heterogeneity of structure, difference of physical and
mechanical properties of components not only provide wide
opportunities in the field of formation of initial indicators
and properties of a finished product [2], but also cause
active search of new methods and ways of processing of
materials [3,4], formation of properties of surface layers,
which will determine the performance of the product during
its operation.
The processing of composite materials is described in
many papers of world leading scientists, in particular, such
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as G. Mittal, K.Y. Rhee, A.S. Yuanyushkin, D.A. Rychkov,
D.V. Lobanov, [5-9].
Thus, to increase the efficiency of processing
composites, researchers focus on:
 creation of progressive designs of the cutting
tool;
 application of modern tool materials, ceramics
and superhard materials;
 the use of activators of the cutting/microcutting process by changing the state of the
processing area;
 carrying out the actions for “designing” not
only a product, but also the used material
taking into account the further machining;
 development and implementation of hybrid
processes capable of changing the conditions
and types of controlled impact on the
processed composite blanks.
While the first directions of improvement of processes
of composites processing are known and quite widespread
(they are based on the fundamental papers of the
researchers of the Kharkiv and Kyiv schools of cutting, in
particular, М.F. Semko, H.V. Shabalin, P.S. Redko, Е.М.
Levenberh, А.I. Hrabchenko, V.L. Dobroskok, V.А.
Fedorovych, B.А. Perepelytsia et al. [10]-[13]), the next
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three directions have lately begun to actively develop. In
papers of V.М. Orel, О.О. Chencheva, Ye.Ye. Lashko
(namely [14]) it is shown that a change in the load
conditions of the cutting zone, a change in the stress state at
the points of contact with the cutting or abrasive tool) can
significantly reduce the resistance to destruction of the
material.
However, greater possibilities for the rational use of
diamond tools are provided by the use of function-oriented
approach, described in detail in papers [15] – [17]. In this
case all interactions in the technological system are
considered as a manifestation of particular functions of the
constituent elements, and the properties of the tool are
formed locally and can change within the surfaces and their
separate parts.
This enables considering the functional elements in a
hierarchical scheme. In this case a tool set may consist of a
functional set (TS) т 1 ={f11,f12,f13,...,f1v1}, that may
include any types of diamond tools (Fig.1). Here f1s1 – any
functional element (product) of the 1st level of the
hierarchical structure of the division, v1 –the power of the
set of the т 1 of the 1st level of division (v1= М). If the
process of division into functional elements is performed
for one product, then v1= 1.

Fig. 1. Decomposition and synthesis of functional elements and functions:
a – the scheme of decomposition of the functional element of the j-th level of the depth of technology on the set of functional elements (j +1) th level; b – the scheme of decomposition of a complex function of the j-th level of technology depth into a set of functional elements (j +1) th level; c – the scheme of synthesis of functional elements of the product on the basis of a complex function.
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Fig. 2. Geometric interpretation of types of functional (executive) components of the i-th level of division of a cutting part of the tool:
а) surface points or elementary surfaces; b) volumetric points or elementary volumes of the i-th level of division, the sizes of which are
defined by operational parameters of the product; c) the surface lines or the lines of the elementary width; d) the volumetric lines or the lines
with a cross section of the elementary sizes; e) the surfaces of the i-th level of division; f) the surface layers of the i-th level of division, the
thickness of the layers of which is determined by the operational parameters of the product; g) volumes of the i-th level of division

As with such an idea for a set of products there is a set
of functional parts ті ={fі1,fі2,fі3,...,fіv2}, where fіvі – any
functional element of the i-th level of the hierarchical
structure of the division, vі – power of sets of the т2 і-th
level of the division, each tool is divided into functional
parts (functional elements of the i-th level of division),
according to Fig.2.
Thus, it can be stated that the function-oriented
approach is an effective highly efficient method for creating
processing actions, especially those associated with the
final formation of products from composite materials.
Usually the power loads of the diamond layer during the
operation of the tool are significantly different and are
determined by the scheme of interaction of the working
surfaces with the workpiece. Thus, when milling the
surface of the plates that form the cutting wedges, cutting
force R is created. Its value and direction are determined by
the relative motion of the wedge along the surface of the
workpiece, as well as by the cross section of the removed
chips. The latter directly depends on cutting depth f. The

contact conditions will change during the period of stability
Тm, the changes will be caused by the phenomena of wear.
Thus, the change of contact conditions will occur both as a
consequence of periodic contact and as a consequence of
processes and phenomena of wear.
For the front P and rear Z surfaces, representing the
planes of the cutting wedge, the contact conditions will be
described by the equations:
R x , R y , R z  f R0  , R0 

c pt

xp yp
s z Bz
qp

D

,

Ri  f T ,   R0  v RT  cost  , t  f n  ,  p 

z 

Ry

R
,
fk

, T  Tm , R y  0 ,55 R0
fk
That is, in addition to the periodic power load (at the
time of entry of the plate into the workpiece and before its
exit), the change in the geometry of the plate leads to a
gradual increase in the maximum forces acting in the
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system. There are no significant deformations in the
technological system.
In contrast to milling, cutting materials with cutting
wheels occurs with a constant change in the scheme of
interaction. This is maximally traced when cutting tubular
billets, in which the position of the contact points is
constantly changing from the moment of insertion until the
moment of the tool outside the billet. The cutting forces
and, accordingly, the stresses in the surface layer will be
R
x y z
,
Rs  C p v p s p t p , Ri  f T ,   R0  v R ,  p 
f kp

b 

Ry

and f kp , f kt –contact areas determined by
f kt
immersion of the circle in the body of the workpiece during
the operating cycle. In this case, the heat released in the
contact zone, in accordance with [18] may lead to
deformation of the wheel and to an increase in cutting
forces on the side surfaces.
A band or string tool is a tool with a non-rigid base; it
works as a continuous flow of alternating cutting
microclines. A variety of this tool are plates (blades),
operating in oscillating mode and used in renovators.
In the general case we will consider that the used
diamond tool for processing of workpieces from materials
like KIMF possesses final rigidity. Then the hollow
structure of the material will have a significant impact on
the interaction conditions and on the processes and
phenomena occurring in the cutting zone. When cutting 3D
composite carbon-carbon materials the following is taken
into account [19]:
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 the structure of the material is hollow, with a
hollowness of 3-7%;
 in three orthogonal directions the fibers are
connected in bundles, the diameter of each is
1.25-1.8 mm;
 the combination of bundles and fibers into a
single structure is performed by pyrocarbon
obtained by hot precipitation.
Table 1 contains the basic properties of the material.
Let the non-rigid tool have a linear contact with the
surface, and the scheme of interaction corresponds to Fig.3.
The equation of the elastic line on the initial section has
the form
Pa 2 b 2  z z
z3 
2   2 
z  
6 EJl  a b a b 
for concentrated load and for distributed (when immersed
in the body)
b2 
qbl 3  d  z z 3  2 ab 2 b 3
8
,




z  
2
48 EJ  l  l l 3 
l 2 
l3
l3

where Р and q – transverse concentrated and distributed
load from cutting forces taking into account the pre-tension
of the saw blade.
For a string, the resistance to bending of which is almost
absent, the tension between the fasteners will be determined
ql 2
, f – maximum deflection when applying
8f
cutting force.

by [20], 

Fig. 3. The scheme of interaction of diamond grains and sludge particles with the workpiece surface
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Table 1 Basic mechanical properties of carbon fibers and the main technical characteristics of the fiber tow (according [20])

Carbon Fibers
Carbon Fibers based on polyacrylonitrile
based liquid
highly
high strength
high elongation
crystal pitch
modular
Fiber diameter, nm
(7-9) 103
(6-7) 103
(6-9) 103
1*105
Tensile modulus, GPa
239-241
230-256
357-458
384-693
Tensile stress, GPa
3,0-3,5
4,0-4,5
2,0-2,5
2,1-2,4
Elongation at Tension,%
1,3-1,4
1,7-1,8
0,5-0,6
Density, g / cm3
1,74-1,78
1,74-1,78
1,78-1,84
2,00
Specific strength, m
173-196
230-252
112-146
105-120
Linear Density (for CC CM)
35050 (40040) teks
Breaking load, H, not less
45
Bending strength in plastic, MPa, not less than
1078
Modulus of elasticity in bending in plastic, MPa, not less
127,4
Dynamic modulus of elasticity, GPa, not less
225
Effective processing temperature of the tow 0C, not less
1900
Bulk density, g/cm3, not less
1,68
Type of dressing
epoxy compatible
Twist, no more
15 m-1
Linear density
текс
Characteristic

Fig. 4. The scheme for the simulation model of the interaction of the tool with a non-rigid surface layer (a) and the KIMF workpiece (b)
Table 2 Data for modeling

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Parameter
Workpiece size BxLxH
String length L
Grain location step Т1-Ті
Step between depressions Тр
Depression diameter du
Depth hu
Fraction of diamond grains
Extension over the bundle
The force of pressing the string on the outer
points Р
Velocity of motion vx

Measurement uits
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
μm
μm

Value
100×50×10
250
1.5…2.5
1.8
1.2
0.2
150/200
50

N

80

m/s

1.2
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The forced transverse oscillations of the particle carrier,
which can be represented as a movable non-rigid rod with a
constant cross section, are satisfactorily described in Euler
variables by differential equations in partial derivatives
 2u
t 2

4
 2 u N t   2 u
 2u
2 u

 f x ,t  (1)

 v2 2 
 2v
m x 2
xt
x 4
x

where u x ,t  – transverse movements of the carrier with
the coordinate x at the current moment of time;  – the
parameter of small disturbing force in comparison with
EI
; m – mass per unit length of the
force of action  2 
m
saw blade; E –modulus of elasticity of the material;
Bs 2
– the moment of inertia of the cross section of the
12
blade relative to the central axis; B , s – the width and
height of the cross section of the saw blade; N(t) – variable
tensile strength of the non-rigid rod depending on the
cutting conditions.
The solution of the given differential equation is carried
out for boundary conditions having the form:
I

u  0, x  0, x  l;

 2u
2

 0,х  0,

 2и
2

 0, x  l , l – the

х
х
length of the analyzed section.
Perturbations will be determined by alternating the
moments of grains contact with the processed fiber bundle
and the gap f x,t   Hsint  , where Н ,  – the
amplitude and frequency of perturbations.
Taking into account the fact that the variable force of
tension of the rod will be determined by the forces of
cutting resistance N t   N 0  N 1cost  , where N 1 and
 – parameters that are determined by the operating
conditions and depend on the frequency of interaction of an
individual grain with the surface, as well as the number of
grains that are simultaneously in the contact zone, the
system of differential equations that describe the basic
parameters of oscillation will look like:
  H 2 2

d

sin2  H 3 cos 


  0 ,5    2
dt

 H 2 2

H
d

cos2  3 sin 
   0 ,5  

  0 ,5    2
dt
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differ in their properties

Viff

and enable operation of

functions FRk .
The properties of each of the zones are determined by
the operating conditions: power Rijxy and thermal Tijxy
loads, the course of the phenomena of chemical interaction
H ija , the mechanisms of damage Dij . Since all functional

areas belong to one surface (and in the general case – to the
volume of the object under consideration), i.e. Z ij  P , and
the surface is set by function z  g x , y  , that has a
definition area R , and P   R dR , we have:
2

2

 z 
 z 
P   R 1       dxdy
 x 
 y 

(3)

or for the case of an axisymmetric body (carrier of diamond
 g(  )

grains – an elastic rod) P   R dР   h(  ) rdrd .
Then the change in surface properties can be determined
on the basis of functional conditionality



Vijf  f Rijxy .Tijxy , H ijа , Dij



for any second-order surface having the form F x, y, z   0
and at the intersection of the plane gives the equation of the
curve of the second order of the form
х2
у2
1

2
2


2 
2 
b 1 - h 
а 1- h 


2 
с
с 2 




in projection on the selected axis within х1 , у1  , х2 , у2 
can be transformed to the form
VRf  b0R  b1R х 2  b2R xy  b3R у 2  b4R х  b5R у
VТf  b0Т  b1Т х 2  b2Т xy  b3Т у 2  b4Т х  b5Т у
VНf  b0Н  b1Н х 2  b2Н xy  b3Н у 2  b4Н х  b5Н у

(4)

VDf  b0D  b1D х 2  b2D xy  b3D у 2  b4D х  b5D у

(2)

The solution of the given system makes it possible to
determine the laws of motion of rod elements in angular
coordinates and to determine conditions of occurrence of
resonant phenomena. In addition, taking into account the
geometric parameters of the contact zone enables
determining the changes in the working loads of the tops of
the cutting wedges (e.g. saw blade) and diamond grains.
Fig. 4а contains a simulation model of the tool
interaction with the processed surface, 4b – a workpiece
made of KIMF material, Table 2 contains data for
modeling.
Therefore, the difference between the conditions of
interaction of particles in the sections I…III is significant,
which makes it possible to predict the effectiveness of the
modification of the tool surface on a functional basis. In
this case the following is considered. Let surface Р of the
workpiece consist of a number of functional zones Z ij , that

Thus, we obtain a family of continuous curves, which
belong to the planes intersecting the body at certain angles
and which reflect the change of properties in a certain
direction from the selected starting point. Theoretically,
such changes can occur infinitely, and are described by a
curve of the second or even third order. However, in
engineering practice, such differences as seen in the escape
of particles by the value of h , located on a certain section
of the plane in the number of w , will be determined by the
size of the conditional cluster, i.e., the area where the
application of particles remains predictable and controlled.
Such areas can be repeated with different steps t , and the
method of application – laser thermodeformation sintering
– ensures the accuracy and reproducibility of such clusters
on the working planes of the tool.
The formation of the cutting surface cluster is
determined by the processes of heating and melting of the
base material, the filler metal by laser radiation,
coordinated gas transport of particles into the melt bath,
mechanical pressure and movement of the irradiation point
along the line defined by equation (4). All these processes
are dynamic and have different degrees of activity.
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Consider the process of heating the surface of the body
with a solid-state laser that falls on the surface for some
time and creates a local heating of the irradiation zone. In
this case the energy density that will be absorbed can be
determined by expression [21]:
 2
2
qx  q0 exp x / r  ,

(5)

where q0 – the density of the power of the radiation in the
center of the focus spot; r – the radius of the beam taking
into account the distribution of radiation density in
accordance with Gauss's law.
The heat distribution on the absorption surface of radius
r , for example during perforation, is determined by the
following equation:
 z2
x2 

P t  t dt  exp 

1
q r2  a  2 t
 4 at 4 at   ,
T x , z ,t   max   
K   0
t  4 at   r 2
where qmax – maximum radiation power density in the
center of the spot; х –radial distance from the center of the
heat source;
Pt   qt  / qmax ,
the temperature on the surface of a semi-infinite body at a
point with coordinates х , у , z  , provided that the laser
beam moves along the surface at speed v, and provided that
the heat loss from the surface is neglected, is defined as



T

16 





0








2


y2
2 x  2   t 
z2
exp

 dt , (6)
2
2
2
2
2

4 c  t 
b t
t 
c 2  t  2 b 2  t  2





1







where T  16  Kr T / PA0 ;    r / 2a;
x 

y
b
c
z
2
x
; y   ; z   ; c   ; b   ; r  cb;
r
r
r
r
r

А0 – reflectivity of the workpiece material; Р – laser
radiation power; b , c –parameters of the power density
distribution of laser radiation (according to Gauss's law).
The process of thermal conductivity in the volume of
the workpiece material, which is limited by area  , with
surface  , can be described using:
- scalar temperature field:
T  T(Р,t) ,
- heat flow vector field:
q  q(Р,t)  Р  x, y, z   ,
- and a scalar field with specific thermal energy:
е  е( Т ) .
Boundary conditions on external surfaces at  > 0
t
t
t

 qr ; 2 :
 0;  3 : 
  ( t  t medium );
 1 : - 
n
n
n


Conditions on the boundary of contact Г 4 at   0 :
t   t  ,
д4
 д4

t
T
 
 

n д4



д4









t

t  t m  2 ,1 t   s ; c p t  t  1  c ps  s ;

m   s 
t 
  t    t
t m 2 t t m 2 ,1 t   s  t  t  t m  2 ;

,(7)

 c t  t   c   c pm  m  c ps  s  t  t  t   L f ;
ps s
m
1
 p
2  t
t


t  t  t , t    ; c t  t   c  ;
m
1
m
p
pm m

1
2





where п – normal to the surface; qr - power density;  heat transfer coefficient; Г 1 - irradiated surface, Г 2 surface of axial symmetry, Г 3 - surfaces in contact with
the external environment, Г 4 - the contact boundary of the
connector and the matrix.
In the boundary mode of evaporation, the size of the
formed cavity depends on the total energy supplied to the
surface layer of the processed workpiece. Diamond
particles are fed into the formed cavity by the action of gas
flow.
The movement of particles in the supply channel is
caused by the transmission of external forces impulse in
area l from the gaseous medium and is described by
equation:
F   p  p   Fp  t  p  F  t ,





where F – the cross-sectional area of the pipe supply of
abrasive particles and diamonds. The change in the amount
of mass movement of the two-phase flow on section ∆l is
2
  T  1      B   F  vсм  u уд  t  F  vсм
 t  ,

where Т ,  В – the density of solid particles and
compressed air, respectively;  – the volume fraction of
solid particles in the aeromixture; 1 -  – the volume
fraction of air in the aeromixture;   T  1      B  
– two-phase flux density; и уд – the speed of sound
propagation in a two-phase flow.
Therefore, with a fixed operating element, the size of
the cluster will be determined by the melt zone and will
have an axisymmetric shape.
The formation of surface clusters when supplying the
operating elements relative motion requires taking into
account the dynamics of displacements, Fig. 6. The system
of differential equations describing the behavior of the feed
drive, represented as a two-mass system with a stepper
motor, has the following form:
d1
 1 ;
equilibrium of the first concentrated mass
dt
equilibrium of the second concentrated mass

d2 c12 ( 1   2 )  b12 ( 1  2 )  M t  c34 ( x z  x p )  b34 ( v z  v p )

dt
J2

d2
 2 , the equilibrium of the longitudinally moving
dt
table will be determined by equation:
dv p
t
mp
 c34 ( x z  x p )  b34 ( v z  v p )  Ft , v z  2
2
dt
where т р - the mass of the table; Ftz – nonlinear friction
force in the guides of the work table; х р , у р – the
coordinate and speed of the table; х z , v z - the coordinate
and speed, which is determined by the movement of the
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lead screw ; М t – the moment of friction in the supports of
the master kinematic link, which in general form will be a
nonlinearity M t  sign 2 M t
The mathematical model of the stepper electric drive in
dynamic mode will look in the following way:
d i1 
 L1  1 и1   Rs i1    К  2    М 1 ,
dt
d i2 
 L2  1 и 2   Rs i2    К  1    М 2 ,
dt
М Э   М .i1 .sinp  - М .i2 .sinp  -  
d
р

М Э  М С 
dt
J
t

  p  dt  р
0

where: J   J   J  – the total moment of inertia f the of
the electric drive reduced to the rotor shaft; р – number of
d
pole
pairs;

–
rotation
frequency;
dt
М с  М н  М т  М п – the total torque of the motor; М н
d
– moment of load resistance, М т  D
- the moment of
dt
resistance of viscous friction (where D – coefficient of
viscous friction), М п – the moment of sliding friction in
the bearings; i1 ,i2  – the matrix of the unknown (stator
currents); и1 ,и 2  – voltage matrices; Rs  – the matrix of
active resistances; L1 ,L2  – the direct matrices of
differential inductances as a function of phase currents and
the current position of the rotor; К 1 ,К 2  – matrices of
coefficients of anti-EMF as a function of phase currents and
the current position of the rotor;  – rotor rotation
frequency,  М 1 , М 2  – the maximum value of flux
linkage created by a permanent magnet, М Э – the
electromagnetic moment generated by the stator phase
windings; М с – moment of resistance of the motor; J  –
total inertia moment of ED;  , – mechanical and
electrical angles; р – number of pole pairs [22].
COMPUTER SIMULATION PROCESSES
For the string used for cutting materials such as KIMF a
number of heat distribution diagrams are constructed, an
example of which is given in Fig. 5.
It was found that the speed of working movements will
directly determine the expected size of the cluster, because,
as shown in Fig.6, with increasing speed also increases the
error of reproduction of movements, and, consequently, the
accuracy of the position of the point source at any given
time relative to the treated surface.
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As the size of the cluster is influenced by several active
factors, a multifactor research was performed to obtain the
appropriate regression equations of the expected values of
the size of cluster F .
The factors taken into account are summarized in Table
3.
To obtain the model, a matrix of the plan of experiment
2 5 was generated in two blocks, which necessitated the
implementation of 32 model experiments, according to
Table 3.
From the performed analysis it follows that the most
significant factor is temperature Т , which actually
determines the zone of melting of the filler material and
heating of the surface of the base on which the diamond
grains are fixed. The growth of this factor leads to an
increase in the size of the cluster. The rate of thermal
transfer v has the same tendency, which also leads to
growth of F .
The effect of particle size is interesting. From Fig.7 it
becomes obvious that there is a certain rational particle size
at which the cluster can be minimized in size. In the
accepted range of sizes it is most expedient to use particles
of   75...10 т . The gas pressure of the transport of the
filler and particles in the treatment zone and the force of
mechanical pressing p have no special effect.
Modeling the interaction of the string with the surface
allowed establishing the condition of interaction of the nonrigid tool (string) with the porous surface layer of the
workpiece (according to Fig. 4), Table 4.
For the simulation the authors measured the intensity of
the power load in different sections I… III, assuming that
the speed is constant and equal to … and the pressing force
of diamond particles is determined by the vertical force Р
applied to two points A and B; the particles are fixed on the
string, which is elastically deformable.

EQUIPMENT FOR EXPERIMENTS
To ensure a steady process of laser thermodeformation
sintering, a universal laser-jet complex LSK 400-5 [4] is
used, on which an auxiliary device in the form of a module
of longitudinal movement and a rotary table for installation
of blanks is installed.
Universal laser-jet complex LSK-400-5 is equipped
with a solid-state Nd: YaG laser with a power of 0.5 kW,
with a wavelength of 1069 nm, with a pulse repetition
frequency of 50-750 Hz.
The laser has a focusing system and a system for
transporting the beam in the form of “flying optics”, with
means of interrupting the beam, as well as a number of
auxiliary systems with which it is possible to implement jet
laser, cryogenic and hydroadrasive processing.

Fig. 5. The calculated model of string irradiation and diagram of heat distribution on the surface in a stationary system
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Fig. 6. Cluster formation with a mobile heat source

Fig. 6. Dependence of the error of reproduction of movements by the speed of movement of the operating element – a means of manipulating
the workpiece
Table 3 Factors taken into account

Parameter
1
2
3
4
5

Speed of movement
Mechanical impact
Gas pressure
Particle size
Surface temperature

Designatio
n
vi
N
р

Т

Dimension
m/s
N
MPa
μm
K

0.002
50
0.01
50
1100

+
0.015
150
0.08
150
1350

Note
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Table 4 Тhe results of modeling the interaction conditions and the expected level of wear of the working edges of the tool

No.
1

Simulation conditions
2
Vp=0.4 m/s;
Ph=80 N;
n=60;
dr=3.5 mm;

Calculation results
3

Wear of working surface
4

Vp=12 m/s;
Ph=80 N;
n=3200 r-1;
lr=5.0 mm;

Vp=50 m/s;
Ph=25 N;
n=4800 r-1;
dr=125 mm;

Fig. 8. Equipment ensuring the complex movement of the workpiece in the formation of surface clusters
1 – automated cross table that provides movement in the longitudinal and transverse directions; 2 – the plate is made of sheet material on
which the unit of rotation of the workpiece is mounted – 3, rotation drive – 5, toothed belt tensioning mechanism – 4. A lunette is installed to
fix the workpiece in the axial direction – 6.
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Fig. 9. Heads for feeding the abrasive and additive material in the treatment area

A special device (Fig.8) has been developed to perform
operations of controlled diamond laying, which provides
simultaneous rotational and longitudinal gradual movement
of the tool along a given trajectory. The system of laptop
with drivers for stepper EMX-142 motors works.
A gas-throttle conveying device was used to introduce
diamond particles into the working area. The working head
was made in two versions: with lateral supply of filler
material and diamonds and coaxial, i.e. the supply of
diamond particles is carried out by gas flow through an
adjustable annular nozzle, in which the focused laser beam
travels along the central axis.
Additionally, a filler powder material (based on fine Ni
powder) is fed into the surfacing zone. The used device
makes it possible to transport a mix of components –
diamond grains and powder of filler metal.
The research of the condition of the surface of the
instrument after its manufacture, as well as after processing
was carried out using scanning electron microscopy using
the device РЕМ-106-И.

layers. The binder was completely molten, and covered the
surface of the base of the tool with a layer 25-40 μm thick.
The raster shows the inclusion of dirt, which apparently got
into the treatment area due to contamination of the working
gas supply channel.
The application of reversible surface engineering and
the determination of functional differences in microcutting
conditions based on the results of modeling and studying
the wear intensity of the cutting edge of a traditional tool –
strings type APP-22m made it possible to propose,
manufacture and test tools with aperiodic arrangement of
single diamond grains.
The studies were performed until the complete
destruction of the surface diamond-containing layer, which
allowed obtaining a certain statistical sample to determine
the parameters of the model of failure at

THE OBTAINED RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
QUESTIONS
Comparison of model and experimental results on
surface properties showed relatively high convergence of
results (error is 12-15%). Thus, it was found that the
formation of surface layer clusters on experimental
equipment with a step between grains of 100 μm and 150
μm and the distance between clusters greater than 2.0 mm
is quite stable, without significant grain damage, without
significant yield of filler metal. Scattering of laying
parameters is 35 μm, larger dispersion of the parameter is
inherent in the higher fractionality of the used diamond
powder (30-50 μm and 50-75 μm), Fig. 10.
Microelectronic study of the tool surface formed using
an annular nozzle and filler solder with particle fractions of
10/20 μm, as well as diamond grains with a fraction of
75/100 μm showed that adjusting the flow of filler materials
traveling through two channels, enables obtaining
sufficiently homogeneous surface diamond-containing

Since actually one sample of the tool was tested, the
reliability of the results is 95%.
The comparison of the characteristics of the tools is
illustrated by the following dependences (Fig. 11).
If the productivity of the process, determined at a fixed
working feed or a fixed cutting force (in this case 15 N) is
taken as parameter X max , a decrease in productivity less




 X max  a0   срT   Т

PT   0 ,5   
  е
2
2 2



T



a




(9)

than by 1 тт 3 s can be considered a parametric failure.

а0  0,27 ,
Then
   0,000012 and

 а  0,045 ,
the

expected

  0,00037тт3 s ,
flow

of

failures

  0,000025.
It becomes obvious that the proposed engineering
solutions work more stably and are less susceptible to
contamination on work surfaces. This is also evidenced by
microphotos of the working surfaces of the tool. However,
the dependences are quite different, which necessitates a
multifactorial experiment that would link the factors taken
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into account ( t, h, w, v, p , see Table 4) with the processing
efficiency parameter Q, тт 3 s .
The factors taken into account on the boundary of their
variation are given in Table 5, and the results of statistical
processing – in Fig. 12.
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Statistical processing of the results of the experimental
plan allowed building the following regression dependence:
Q  1,193  1,625h  0,00857143p  0,015625v - 0,0017W (10)

Fig. 10. Formation of clusters with the laying of grains on a flat surface

Fig. 11. Change in cutting productivity (a) and increase in contamination of the tool surface
(b) for the proposed tool and the conventional one
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Table 5 Boundaries of variation of the factors taken into account

Factor
1
2
3
4
5

Designation

Measurement

max

min

t
h
w
v
P
Q

mm
mm
%
m/s
N
mm3/s

3
0.05
20
0.4
20

15
0.1
80
2.0
90

Cluster step
Grains escape
Density of laying on a surface
Speed of movement
Tool pressing force
Parameter відгуку
Pareto Chart for Q

Main Effects Plot for Q
2,4

E:p
B:h
BD
AD
AC
C:W
BC
CE
DE
D:v
BE
CD
AB
AE
A:t

Q

2,2

2

1,8

1,6

0

0,2

0,4
0,6
0,8
Effect
Estimated Response Surface
t=10,0,W=50,0,v=1,2

t

h

W

v

p

1
Desirability

0,8
0,6
0,4
0,2
0
0,1

0,14

0,18

0,22

0,26

0,3

10
80
60
40
20
0
p

h

Fig. 12. The degree of influence of factors (a), their main effects are the response surface

Compared with the conventional tool, it can be stated
that the proposed one has a lower rate of damage, and the
initial scattering of parameters is also 27-32% less.
It becomes obvious that the proposed engineering
solutions work more stably and are less susceptible to
contamination on work surfaces. This is also evidenced by
microphotos of the working surfaces of the tool. However,
the dependences are quite different, which necessitates a
multifactorial experiment that would link the influencing
factors with the parameter of processing efficiency. In view
of the above, it is reasonable to reengineer the creation of
the cutting surface. At the same time sites and zones of the
maximum thermobaric loading are defined, and the cluster
of a surface is constructed according to working conditions.
It is shown that the errors of the simulation and the
obtained regression models do not exceed 5-7%, and the
use of a tool based on a functional approach is 20-25%
higher for ring drills, 40-50% for flexible tools (diamond
strings) and 15-20% for elastic tools (renovator saws).

CONCLUSIONS
The results of research of the process of laser
thermodeformation sintering for the formation of reliable
surface clusters of the minimum required size are given
(which proved the third scientific position). Its properties
change according to the forecast dependences. The model
and experimental results have been compared as to the
surface properties. It has been shown that the errors of the
simulation and the obtained regression models do not
exceed 5-7%, and the use of the tool created on the basis of
the functional approach is higher by 20-25% for ring drills,
by 40-50% for flexible tools (diamond strings) and by 1520% for elastic tool (renovator saws).
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